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Abstract

In aircraft design, methods for rapid aerodata assessment and data screening at
early stages are instrumental in reducing development cost and first-time-right pro-
cesses. New efficient tools for the analysis can ease the transition as the traditional
and rigidly structured sequential design process gives way to a concurrent multi-
disciplinary process with the compressed time-span required in the competition for
market shares.

The CEASIOM-SUMO-EDGE software suite provides a way from initial sizing
to stability and control design and assessment, including effects of aero-elasticity.

CEASIOM ongoing and further development is driven by user needs, and the
thesis reports on four different design and analysis cases which required enhance-
ment of CEASIOM in several respects.

The validation study on the B-747 with its multitude of control surfaces required
generalization of control surface definition and modeling. The clean-sheet design
of the TransCruiser Mach 0.97 passenger transport required compilation, fusion,
and screening of aerodynamics data from many sources and in different formats.
The DanBus and the asymmetrical twin-prop pusher-puller configuration required
translation of geometry representation and development of simple propeller models
in the automatic mesh generation and CFD analysis.

The way forward is provided by adoption of common data formats and geometry
(and structural, etc.) modeling conventions. To this end the current proprietary
XML format should be replaced by a more general XML system such as CPACS
under development at DLR which will be made public in the near future.
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Dissertation

The first part of this licentiate thesis gives an overview of the research area with a
summary of the work that lead to the appended papers. The second part collects
the published results in form of the following papers 1.

Paper A

A. Da Ronch, C. McFarlane, C. Beaverstock, J. Oppelstrup, M. Zhang, A. Rizzi,
Benchmarking CEASIOM Software to Predict Flight Control and Flying Qualities
of the B-747, 27th International Congress of the Aeronautical Sciences, ICAS 2010.

Paper B

Arthur Rizzi, Peter Eliasson, Tomasz Goetzendorf-Grabowski, Jan B. Vos, Meng-
meng Zhang, Virtual-Aircraft Design & Control of TransCruiser, a Canard Config-
uration, Progress in Aerospace Sciences, April 9, 2011.

Paper C

A. Rizzi, J. Oppelstrup, M. Zhang and M. Tomac, Coupling Parametric Aircraft
Lofting to CFD & CSM Grid Generation for Conceptual Design, AIAA 2011 Or-
lando

1The appended Paper A and Paper C are published papers that with their own formats. Paper
B is a preprint version that has been reformatted in this licentiate thesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis presents a contribution to the methodology of modern aircraft design,
and a brief characterization of that field must be drawn in order to understand
and appreciate just where the contribution fits in, and the role it plays. Numer-
ous textbooks [1–4] explain in detail how the entire aircraft design process can be
categorized into three distinct phases, each with its own distinct objectives and
tasks: (1) conceptual definition at the aircraft level; (2) preliminary definition of
its components; (3) detailed definition for flight. The tools and how they are used,
and even the people using them, usually different change between the phases. This
thesis addresses the early design stages, namely the conceptual definition and the
start of the preliminary definition.

1.1 Classical Conceptual Design

Conceptual design is primarily a search process to formulate a set of design variable
quantities, which, according to appropriate modeling principles, define a vehicle
that fulfills a set of minimum requirements determined by its mission. The mecha-
nism behind this search is mathematical modeling (usually empirically based) and
the core utilities required to conduct the design process can be itemized as:

• Design specification - a set of minimum requirements that defines the success
of any aircraft design candidate.

• Design parameters - independent variables that define the airplane in a tan-
gible sense.

• Prediction variables - (objective functions) a set of quantities which together
quantify the degree of satisfaction of all the requirements.

• Prediction methods - explicitly define the relationship between the design pa-
rameters and prediction variables. These functions vary greatly in complexity,
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and the accuracy of the methods depends on the quantity and fidelity of the
input information.

• Design space - the set of vehicle candidates that completely or partially fulfill
the design specifications.

Figure 1.1 illustrates the mathematical links between the aircraft concept and
its size, weight, and performance. The first step sizes the aircraft, i.e calculates
the aircraft takeoff gross weight, empty weight and fuel weight so that it achieves
the range called for in the design specification. This results in a quantification
of design parameters that determine the aircraft configuration involving fuselage
shape, wing and tail geometry, engine locations, payload etc. Once quantified,
the aerodynamics, weights and propulsion models predict the dependent variables
which then determine the performance capabilities of the design and compare them
to the design requirements. This process can be repeated with an increasing level
of detail involving trade studies to evolve the design towards its final state.

Figure 1.1: Illustration of the conceptual design process

Disciplines of structures, weights, thermodynamics and aerodynamics must be
traded with each other in order to produce a balanced design candidate, which
conforms to airworthiness and operational requirements.

Before 1960 the computer was hardly integrated into this design process. Bil [6]
sketches the history of the introduction of computer applications in aircraft design
and evolution into computer-aided engineering. Chudoba [3] has categorized an
exhaustive list of conceptual design methods according to their development period
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and modeling complexity and proposes 5 distinct classes of methods. Here are just
a very select few to give some flavor for the design codes available today.

Developed by Simos [14] and distributed by Lissys Ltd., the PIANO (Project
Interactive ANalysis and Optimization) software package addresses conventional
commercial transport adhering to FAR Part 25 certification.

The origins of DAR Corporation’s AAA (Advanced Aircraft Analysis) stem
from the multi-volume and quite comprehensive texts, Airplane Design, Parts I-
VIII [9] and Airplane Flight Dynamics Parts I and II, authored by Roskam. The
AAA program allows the design engineer to rapidly evolve an aircraft configuration
from early weight sizing, through open loop and closed loop dynamic stability and
sensitivity analysis, while working within regulatory and cost constraints.

RDS-Professional, marketed and supported by Conceptual Research Corpora-
tion (CRC), is an aircraft design, sizing and performance software package with
CAD-like drafting functions. The methods reflect primarily the widely used text-
book by Raymer [8], “Aircraft Design: A Conceptual Approach”. The package is
adequate for early design and requirements trade studies, and has a number of au-
tomated capabilities for producing key graphs and figures documenting the trade
study results. The program facilitates cost analysis, as well as airline economics.

Available from Phoenix Integration, Inc., ACSYNT (AirCraft SYNThesis tool)
is intended for aircraft sizing and optimization/mission analysis [15]. It is a high-
end aircraft design tool that provides a three-dimensional computer-aided design
environment coupled with detailed analysis capabilities. An aircraft concept can be
modeled in the CAD interface, and then analyzed using a suite of multi-disciplinary
modules representing aerodynamic, propulsion, and mission performance parame-
ters.

1.2 CEASIOM Framework

CEASIOM, the Computerised Environment for Aircraft Synthesis and Integrated
Optimisation Methods, developed within the European 6th Framework Programme
SimSAC (Simulating Aircraft Stability And Control Characteristics for Use in Con-
ceptual Design), is a framework tool for conceptual aircraft design that integrates
discipline-specific tools like: CAD & mesh generation, CFD, stability & control
analysis etc all for the purpose of aircraft conceptual design [20].

Figure 1.2 presents an overview of the CEASIOM software, showing aspects of
its functionality, process and dataflow.

Significant features developed and integrated in CEASIOM as modules are:

1. Geometry module Geo-SUMO
A customized geometry construction system coupled to surface and volume
grid generators; Port to CAD via IGES

2. Aerodynamic module AMB-CFD
A replacement of current handbook aerodynamic methods with new adaptable-
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Figure 1.2: Core modules Geo-SUMO, AMB-CFD, NeoCASS and S&C in the CEA-
SIOM software [20].

fidelity modules referred to as tier I (a. and b.) and tier II (c.):

a. Steady and unsteady TORNADO vortex-lattice code (VLM) for low-
speed aerodynamics and aero-elasticity

b. Inviscid EDGE CFD code for high-speed aerodynamics and aero-elasticity

c. RANS (Reynolds Averaged NavierStokes) flow simulator for high-fidelity
analysis of extreme flight conditions

3. Stability and Control module S&C
A simulation and dynamic stability and control analyzer and flying-quality
assessor. Test flights with six Degrees of Freedom flight simulation, and per-
formance prediction, also includes human pilot model, Stability Augmenta-
tion System (SAS) and a LQR based flight control system (FCS) package are
among the major functionalities of this module.

4. Aeroelastic module NeoCASS
Quasi-analytical structural analysis methods that support aero-elastic prob-
lem formulation and solution

5. Flight Control System design module FCSDT
A designer toolkit for flight control-law formulation, simulation and techni-
cal decision support, permitting flight control system design philosophy and
architecture to be coupled in early in the conceptual design phase
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6. Decision Support System module DSS
An explicit DSS functionality, including issues such as fault tolerance and
failure tree analysis.

Present trends in aircraft design towards augmented-stability and expanded
flight envelopes call for an accurate description of the flight-dynamic behavior of
the aircraft in order to properly design the flight control system (FCS). Hence the
need to increase knowledge about stability and control (S&C) as early as possible
in the aircraft development process in order to be “First-time-right” with the FCS
design architecture. The review paper by Vos et al. (Paper B) describes these ideas
in terms of the Virtual Aircraft and explains much of the background motivation
for the work here.

CEASIOM [19] is meant to support engineers in the conceptual design process
of the aircraft, with emphasis on the improved prediction of stability and control
properties achieved by higher-fidelity methods than found in contemporary aircraft
design tools. Moreover CEASIOM integrates into one application the main design
disciplines, aerodynamics, structures, and flight dynamics, impacting on the air-
craft’s performance. It is thus a tri-disciplinary analysis brought to bear on the
design of the aero-servo-elastic aircraft. CEASIOM does not however carry out the
entire conceptual design process indicated in Figs. 1.3 and 1.4. It requires as input
an initial layout as the baseline configuration sized to the mission profile by spec-
ification of the O(10) parameters employed in the pre-design loop. Then it refines
this design (in concept-design loop O(100) parameters) and outputs it as the re-
vised layout for consideration in the down-select process (say O(1000) parameters).
In doing all this, CEASIOM, through its simulation modules, generates significant
knowledge about the design and thereby increases its fidelity. The information gen-
erated is sufficient input to a six Degree of Freedom engineering flight simulator. It
is also sufficient to construct a suitable wind-tunnel model, comparable in quality
to one used in the traditional approach to S&C design.

Figure 1.3 spells out the details in the early design steps in the circle shown
in Fig. 1.1 for the definition of the virtual aero-servo-elastic aircraft. It illustrates
two design loops in the conceptual design phase that follow the first-guess sizing
(usually done by a spread-sheet) to obtain the initial layout of the configuration.
The first one, the pre-design loop, is aimed at establishing a very quick (time-scale
can be from one to a few weeks) yet technically consistent sized configuration with
a predicted performance. The second one, the concept-design loop, is a protracted
and labor intensive effort involving more advanced trade studies to produce a re-
finement in defining the minimum goals of a candidate project. At the end of the
conceptual design phase all the design layouts will have been analyzed, and the
“best” one, or possibly two, designs will be down-selected to the preliminary de-
sign phase. During the preliminary definition, project design is still a somewhat
fluid process and indeed warrants some element of generalist-type thinking, but the
minimum goals of the project have already been established during the conceptual
definition phase and the aim is to meet these targets using methods with higher
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fidelity than those used during the conceptual definition phase.

Figure 1.3: Two design loops in the conceptual design phase process and the down-
select to project study in preliminary design. CEASIOM focuses in
particular on the S&C, structural-aeroelastics, and performance char-
acteristics of the aircraft (after an illustration by Daniel Raymer)

The disciplines in the circles in Fig. 1.3 indicate those that are crucial to aero-
servo-elastic design.

The first stages of the design process of a new aircraft are related to the sizing
of the main components. The designer refers to some stability and control char-
acteristics as a guidance of the design process. Up to now, the aerodynamic data
considered in these early design steps were mostly based on tabulated data, issued
from previous experience and/or semi-empirical approaches. Although satisfactory
when determining some ‘high level’ parameters (e.g. areas and planforms of lifting
surfaces), such simplified approaches can lead to errors in the sizing process, espe-
cially when used in final conceptual design steps (e.g. sizing or allocation of control
surfaces), and do not offer sufficient fidelity.

For example errors can be due to Reynolds number effects, configuration sen-
sitivities, dynamic motion effects and related issues, and such errors generally can
be detected only with a significant increase in the fidelity of the aerodynamic data
base, for instance with wind-tunnel data or even flight test data. The later in the
design process the error is identified, the higher the cost of its correction.
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Stability and Control

Stability and control design provides sustained authority over the aircraft at any
point within the flight envelope. This requirement extends to a control system that
promotes ease and effectiveness of aircraft response to the pilot’s commands.

As proven repeatedly [11], and sometimes with spectacular results, inadequate
attention to stability and control fundamentals can cause the demise of any project.
In fact almost all aircraft projects have experienced flying qualities problems at some
stage during the flight-testing process. And even if handling and control present no
problems when the vehicle is operated in the nominal mode, difficulties can appear
in emergencies such as engine-out or actuator failure operation.

The basic concept for stability is simply that the aircraft tends to restore itself
to its original condition whenever a wind gust disturbs the flight â referred to as
static stability. Dynamic stability involves the vehicle characteristics as a result of
a disturbance from an equilibrium condition. There exist two distinct categories
of response: (1) dynamically stable, which in-turn is sub-divided into those situa-
tions where a gentle resumption back to original condition occurs, with or without
damped oscillations; and, (2) dynamically unstable, which is also sub-divided into
undamped oscillations of constant amplitude usually referred to as neutral dynamic
stability, forced oscillations where the amplitude increases over time, and finally, a
statically unstable situation typified by divergence from the equilibrium condition
after a disturbance. It is quite evident that the aircraft should not possess any stat-
ically unstable properties in any dynamic mode, or at the very least, the divergence
that results from such instability is not so rapid that the pilot can reasonably apply
a correction. If the aircraft exhibits any dynamically unstable oscillatory behavior,
the oscillations need to be either totally eliminated or damped sufficiently to reduce
the frequency through passive or active means.

Aircraft control is concerned with the response of the vehicle after control devices
have been intentionally manipulated to deviate from a given equilibrium condition.
Aerodynamic control is achieved through basically three sets of dedicated surfaces:
elevators in pitch; ailerons in primary roll and secondary yaw; and, the rudder
in primary yaw and secondary roll. Control is a different problem from that of
stability. The aircraft control system should possess a characteristic response to
a control action such that it is in the same sense and control reversal is avoided
entirely. The sensitivity of control displacements should also be calibrated such that
a statically stable aircraft is not “too stable”. Also, the magnitude of the force to
manipulate the control should steadily increase with the control displacement and
correspondingly be reflected in the magnitude of the aircraft response, and little or
negligible time lag should prevail in the aircraft response to a control input.

The discussion above motivates the utility of a dedicated software module to
carry out rapid and economical estimations of aerodynamic stability and control
qualities from data available in the conceptual design stage. In CEASIOM this
module is SDSA that, given the the aerodynamic derivatives, moments of inertia,
and CG, computes characteristics of the fixed-stick stability modes (eigen modes of
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motion), the lateral and longitudinal responses to control inputs and disturbances,
and some low-speed limitations.

1.3 Virtual Aircraft Design Paradigm

Today’s aeronautics market demands that more complex products be developed
with shorter lead times and more cost-effectiveness while using evolving business
models involving multiple partners with the consequence that developing new air-
craft cannot be tackled only by improving upon existing practices. Thus the aero-
nautical industry now is transforming its operations from a design-process based
approach to a modeling and simulation (M&S) based approach throughout the en-
tire aircraft development program. Thus there is a departure from the distinct and
compartmentalized stages of conceptual, preliminary and detailed design to a more
continuous and homogeneous one where the design loops and project studies in Fig.
1.3 have now been compacted into a single multi-collaborative, multi-disciplinary as
well as multi-fidelity process illustrated in Fig. 1.4. This process is applied on both
the aircraft level (classical conceptual design) and the component level (preliminary
design).

In this new paradigm the traditional analysis activities that were considered as
design-verification activities, now become core activities for developing the virtual
aircraft and its behavior as given by its different data bases (aerodynamic, loads,
stability and control).

This new development paradigm has been identified as a major challenge to
make the design of a complete virtual aircraft up to a prototyping a reality. Rep-
resentatives of major aircraft, engine, and equipment manufacturers spoke unani-
mously at the VIVACE public Forum 3 (October 2007) of the essential roles that
modeling, simulation and virtuality in the extended enterprise have in enabling
manufacturers to address this challenge and meet their managerial objectives. 15
years evolution in Europe VIVACE, FP7 project CRESCENDO is a major ongoing
project addressing virtuality developing conceptual design methods with advanced
close coupling of the aerodynamics, structures and flight control disciplines, the
FP6 project SimSAC (Simulating Aircraft Stability And Control Characteristics
for Use in Conceptual Design)

The aero-servo-elastic aircraft is a dynamical system whose behavior is deter-
mined by interaction of aerodynamics, control system including the pilot, its elastic
structures, and externalities like gusts and runway properties.

CEASIOM fits this new paradigm.
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Figure 1.4: The new paradigm of virtual-aircraft design
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Chapter 2

Objective

In all aircraft design, the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis is over-
whelmingly important in determining the flight performance, stability and handling
qualities. There are many CFD tools to estimate aerodynamic characteristics, from
fast and cheap handbook methods to the expensive RANS method. The aerody-
namic modules, DATCOM, TORNADO (vortex-lattice) and EDGE (Euler) are
available in CEASIOM to allow the user either to generate from initial templates,
or to import, a wide range of aircraft concepts and then use these to work through
the design process generating the required aircraft parameters as they proceed.

The utilization and development of CEASIOM in preliminary aircraft design
is discussed in this licentiate thesis. The low fidelity methods, for example the
handbook DATCOM or the vortex-lattice TORNADO could generate the aerodata
for flying qualities analysis quickly. However DATCOM is only available for the
types of aircraft that exist in the handbook, and TORNADO only provides linear
aerodynamics. Inviscid Euler EDGE is thus considered as an upgrade solver to deal
with almost all configurations at all speeds before flow separation. To assess the
aerodata base for the entire flight envelope, several solvers of different fidelity are
used and the computed results fused to a complete database in a fast way.

In aircraft design, methods for rapid aero-data assessment and data screening at
early stages are instrumental in reducing development cost and in moving towards
first-time-right processes. Efficient tools for CFD analysis can ease the transition
as the traditional and rigidly structured sequential design chain gives way to a
faster, concurrent, multi-disciplinary process. The development of CEASIOM as
such a tool is discussed in this licentiate thesis. The objective is to show how easily
CEASIOM can be incrementally extended to deal with new requirements.

The work reported in this thesis is to claim that:

• Use of design cases as drivers for development is important.

• XML technology for data storage lends itself to extension. and re-formatting
in data exchange with non-CEASIOM software.
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• Automatic fusion technology based on Kriging is desirable.

• The transition to Euler CFD for transonics is efficient with the incorporation
of the SUMO surface modeler [21].
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Chapter 3

Application to Design Cases:
Drivers for Development

From known configurations used as test cases for benchmarking CEASIOM, to un-
conventional completely new clean sheets design cases, CEASIOM has been used to
predict and analyze many different types of aircraft configurations, often providing
useful data for performance improvement, and always providing new insight into
the design process.

The development of CEASIOM tools is driven by user’s needs. Four design cases
with different features are shown in this chapter, from existing transport aircrafts
to virtual design configurations.

3.1 B-747: Multi Channel Controls

The Boeing 747 is a very large four-engine turbofan transport aircraft designed
to ferry more than 350 passengers on medium to long haul flights, which includes
transatlantic operations. Its first flew commercially in 1970, and it is still in service
today.

The Boeing 747 employs a large number of individual control surfaces, beyond
the conventional three: elevator, aileron, and rudder. High lift for low speed flight is
obtained with wing triple-slotted trailing flaps and Krueger type leading edge flaps.
Four elevator segments provide longitudinal control for the aircraft. The lateral
control is obtained with five spoiler panels, an inboard high-speed aileron between
the inboard and outboard flaps, and an outboard low-speed aileron which only
operates when the flaps are down. The five spoiler panels on each wing which are
used for lateral control also operate symmetrically as speed-brakes in conjunction
with the sixth spoiler panel. Directional control is obtained with a two-segment
rudder.
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(a) 3-view drawing of B-747 (b) In-flight photo; Japan Air Lines

Figure 3.1: B-747 aircraft

New Features in TORNADO
TORNADO, the vortex-lattice code originally developed at KTH [24] has been
embodied into CEASIOM, making it require more features than the original stand-
alone version. To be consistent with CEASIOM, this version of TORNADO takes
its input directly from the CEASIOM XML input file. The fuselage is modeled by
slender body theory, or with a number of vertical and horizontal flat lifting panels
to make a cruciform approximation. The first model gives only a contribution to
the moment, and the second showed disappointing results in the tests, so in most
cases the effect of the fuselage has been modeled by keeping the portion of the
main wing which in reality is hidden by the fuselage. The most time-consuming
part, the calculation of the down-wash influence matrix, has been optimized as a
C-code connected to Matlab by a Mex-interface. More important, the extended
TORNADO provides an arbitrary set of user-defined/named control surfaces in
addition to the standard flaps, slats, elevators, ailerons, and rudders. Users can
define any type of control surfaces, including all-moving wings, with accurate hinge
line, area, and deflection in an easily-managed way. It is tailored for multi-channel
control aircraft, such as the B-747.

Figure 3.2: TORNADO B-747 geometry modeling all control surfaces. The aero-
dynamics of the fuselage is not modeled.
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In the low speed regime, TORNADO provides good estimations for control
surface forces, as Figure 3.3 shows. A more detailed analysis is found in paper A
and [22]. The aero-data base was compiled by the data fusion technique discussed
below, and in [22].

(a) Lift coefficient (b) Pitching moment coefficient

Figure 3.3: Comparison with outboard elevator deflection, M = 0.15

3.2 TCR: Virtual-Aircraft Design Case

The Transonic Cruiser (TCR) is a concept aircraft designed and analyzed by CEA-
SIOM before the real wind tunnel model was built. It was proposed by SAAB as
a transonic civil airliner with a design cruise speed of Mach 0.97. The baseline
configuration was first a T-tail design which was analyzed by the CEASIOM tools
for aerodynamics, mass properties, flight stability and aero-elastics. The analysis
indicated a number of issues: the stability margin was too large, too large control
deflections are required to trim the aircraft, and the T-tail was prone to flutter even
in low speed.

A re-design exercise was subsequently carried out by the CEASIOM tools. First,
the wing was moved forward in order to increase the distance between the center
of gravity and the horizontal tail. This improved the trim but the issue of the
T-tail flutter still remained. Finally, a canard configuration (Figure 3.5), dubbed
the TCR-C15, was found to be better than the T-tail configuration both in trim
characteristics and aero-elastics. Canard position, size, and wing position were
manually optimized for stability margin and trim deflection. A wind tunnel model
was built from the selected configuration to verify the entire design functionality
(Figure 3.6).
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(a) Mission profile (b) Baseline configuration

Figure 3.4: The initial Transonic Cruiser, requirements and design proposal.

Figure 3.5: Design evolution of TransCruiser from T-tail (left), to 3 lifting-surface
(center), to canard configuration (right)-all modeled in CEASIOM

The 1:40 scale model has been tested in the TsAGI T103 wind tunnel at a
speed of 40m/s. The wind tunnel model was designed by Politecnico di Milano and
made from ALU − 50© aluminum alloy for the components expect nose and tail
cones, vertical fin and fuselage covers which are manufactured from Windform©

thermoplastic suitable for rapid prototyping, due to the constraints on maximum
model weight.

The model has an all-moving canard which can be set at incidence from −15◦
to 15◦ on steps of 5◦. Static measurements as well as dynamic tests of low and high
amplitude oscillations for pitch, roll and yaw at selected frequencies were performed,
using the special rig OVP, as illustrated in Figure 3.6. The wind tunnel campaign
is reported in [25].

Tools for Building Aero-Database: Data Fusion
The flying qualities of the TCR-C15 configuration were predicted by the flight
quality assessment module SDSA, including verification of the low speed trim with
WT data, transonic flying qualities predictions, stick-fixed flight simulation and
flight control with augmentation.

To analyze the stability and control (S&C) characteristics of an aircraft, the
complete aerodynamic database is required for the whole flight envelope, not only
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(a) The TCR wind tunnel model in photo (b) Tri-axis dynamic rig for the measurement
of dynamic stability derivatives

Figure 3.6: TCR wind tunnel model, built by Politecnico di Milano and tested in
the TsAGI T103 wind tunnel

the cruise point. The force and moment data is compiled into the format of Table
3.1 as an XML file to be loaded into SDSA. It contains the nine flight condition
parameters as independent variables (α, Mach, β, Q, P ,R, δe, δr, δa) with α and
Mach always two of the variables, and one of the other to make a set of three-
dimensional look-up tables for the six aerodynamic coefficients (CL, CD, Cm, CY ,
C`, Cn). The data can come from CFD tools, or measurements in wind tunnel
or free flight. Since each independent variable should have at least two different
values, the SDSA table must have at least 60 single cases calculated or measured.
Typically, for more accurate results, the table contains several thousand entries.

CFD tools have different fidelities, with their own cons and pros. The two main
issues are solution accuracy and computation time. Handbook methods are quick
but unreliable at least for unconventional configurations. The CFD tools used
nowadays in industry are vortex-lattice methods (VLM), panel methods, Euler
and Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS), in order of increasing fidelity and
computation time.

The geometry definitions required from different CFD tools are quite different
as well, from simple lifting surfaces to complete CAD models. The RANS mod-
els, when used with suitably dense computational grids could provide the required
fidelity through the most of the flight envelope, but unsteady effects must be mod-
eled at the extremes, calling for LES or DES simulations [26]. However, as the
Table 3.1 for S&C indicates, RANS computations to fill in the numerous numbers
in the table will be expensive. The “multi-fidelity CFD sampling” reduces the cost
by dividing the whole flight envelope into several different parts: subsonic linear
aerodynamics, subsonic non-linear aerodynamics, transonic, and supersonic aero-
dynamics. For each part, within a certain error range, the cheap CFD solver is
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preferred over the expensive ones. For example, at low speed and when the flow
is reasonably attached, the vortex-lattice methods give aerodynamic solutions with
sufficient accuracy; the Euler solvers provide non-linear aerodynamics at all speeds
before flow separation; when the flow separates both VLM and Euler fail to predict
accurate solutions and one must resort to RANS, see Fig. 3.7a. The wind tunnel
experiments carried out for validation are much more expensive when increasing
the Mach numbers from subsonic to transonic. In many institutions or even indus-
tries only low speed wind tunnel experiments are carried out for static and dynamic
tests. That is on the other hand the reason why the computer-aided aircraft design
tools are so popular nowadays: the cost is dramatically reduced.

The CFD solutions for TCR-C15 are constrained to moderately high angles of
attack and low speed up to design cruise M = 0.97, and the wind tunnel testing is
limited to low-speed due to cost issues (Fig. 3.7a).

α M β Q P R δe δr δa CL CD Cm CY C` Cn
x x x - - - - - - x x x x x x
x x - x - - - - - x x x x x x
x x - - x - - - - x x x x x x
x x - - - x - - - x x x x x x
x x - - - - x - - x x x x x x
x x - - - - - x - x x x x x x
x x - - - - - - x x x x x x x

Table 3.1: Aerodynamic database for S&C

(a) (b)

Figure 3.7: Multi fidelity CFD tools to cover the flight envelope
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The technique of “data fusion” can be applied to data from different fidelity
methods and to fuse them together. This method could significantly reduce the
number of data points which actually need to be computed to fill the table. The
automatic fusion tool is developed based on the DACE toolbox (Design and Anal-
ysis of Computer Experiments) and Kriging approximation [27, 29], to reduce the
workload and reduce the human input errors. The tool is to fuse data over the
whole flight envelope from different fidelity CFD tools. First, to compute aerody-
namic solutions with multi-fidelity CFD tools for some points of the entire range;
for example, using VLM to compute the linear aerodynamic part and for the non-
linear parts, the higher-fidelity solvers are selected to compute some points. Then
the database is updated from sparse to rich for the entire flight range and the gaps
between coarse spacing of the samples obtained from multi-fidelity solvers are filled
by Kriging.

Assume that a set of m design sites are available for a function of n independent
variables, X = [xm1 , ..., xmn ] ∈ Rm×n with corresponding observations (responses)
of q dependent variables Y = [ym1 , ..., ymq ] ∈ Rm×q. The target function ŷ at an
unsampled location x∗ approximated by the Kriging function is

ŷ`(x∗) = F(β:,`, x
∗) + e`, ` = 1, 2, ..., q. (3.1)

where F is the mean value obtained by a regression model [27], and e is a random
function with zero mean and variance σ2, β is the set of regression parameters
chosen. DACE toolbox provides regression models with polynomials of order 0
(constant), 1(linear) and 2(quadratic). In the current thesis the linear regression
model is used with a combination of p (= n+1) chosen functions fj , j = 1, ..., n,

ŷ`(x∗) = [β1,`f1(x∗) + ...+ βm,`fm(x∗)] + e` =
q∑

h=0
βhfh(x∗) + e` (3.2)

That is a universal Kriging predictor with linear regression functions. The goal
is that by proper choice of β the random process e behaves like “white noise” in
the region of interest, with zero mean and the covariance between e(w) and e(x) of
the predictor (3.2) behaving like:

E[e`(w)e`(x)] = σ2R(θ, ω, x), h = 0, 1, ..., q. (3.3)

where σ2
` is the process variance for the `th component of the known response,

and R(θ, ω, x) is the correlation model with parameter θ. The correlations are

R(θ, ω, x) =
n∏
j=1
Rj(θ, ωj − xj) (3.4)

As discussed before, the linear regression model is used, and the correlation
function R(θ, ω, x) is chosen as Gaussian in this thesis, i.e.,
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R(θ, ω, x) =
3∏
j=1

exp(θjd2
j (ω, x)) (3.5)

where dj = ωj − xj . The correlation function parameter θj can be interpreted
as a scale of significant variation of the dependent variable and must be chosen
carefully. A too large value for θj makes the influence for data points far away
unduly large, whereas a too small value gives an interpolation function with pro-
nounced peaks at the data points. The DACE toolbox attempts to find an optimal
θj , but we found that manual selection was more robust. The interpolation is based
on the euclidean distances between data points,and therefore the inputs are scaled
to range from 0 to 1 [27, 29]. The importance of this procedure is highlighted by
considering the effects of a unit change to angle of attack in degrees and a unit
change to Mach number.

More specific, the DACE toolbox provides 7 choices of correlation models to
define the covariance of the different random processes. The choice of correlation
should be motivated by the function we want to optimize or a physical process we
want to model. In this thesis the Gaussian is chosen, since the responses we want
to model are continuously differentiable.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.8: DACE toolbox is to construct a Kriging approximation model based on
several data (black dots) from a computer experiment, and to use this
approximation model as a surrogate for the computer model [27]

The TCR aerodynamic database was made using this technology. Entries have
been computed by VLM and Euler tools from CEASIOM and with several in-house
RANS methods available to the project partners. A total of 263 CFD calculations
have been made, of which are 67 from Euler and 187 from Navier-Stokes. Where
data is duplicated, the high-fidelity results were chosen. In this case the samples are
X = [αm Machm ξm] ∈ Rm×3 with three independent variables each time, where
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ξ = [β Q P R δe δr δa], and the responses are aerodynamic forces and moments
coefficients with six dependent variables Y = [CmL CmD Cmpitch CmY Cm` Cmyaw] ∈
Rm×6.

Figure 3.9a shows an example of CL fusion data for TCR-C15. The CL-surface
is color coded as indicated by the color bar. Figure 3.9c shows the information
of “fused” database flight case matrix of the static calculations for zero angle of
side-slip. The flying qualities are to be evaluated by consideration of the damping
and frequencies of the basic eigen-modes of small excursions from straight and level
flight. Therefore, the “fusion” data are computed only for small angles of attack,
from α = −5◦ up to α = 10◦. The EDGE-RANS solutions for high angles of attack
at low-speed are made for comparison with the wind tunnel data.

(a) Example of the “fusion” data for TCR-C15
using DACE toolbox, based on subsonic and
transonic data from EDGE-RANS (black
dots)

(b) CFD Computed solutions (black dots) and
the “fusion” data, with CL values shown in
color bar

(c) Matrix of CFD computations made to fill the
aerodynamic database, static

Figure 3.9: Fused data for TCR-C15
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The main aim for generating the database for the whole flight envelope is to
validate CFD data and to predict stability and control properties by the S&C
module SDSA within CEASIOM. The low-speed design verification with wind-
tunnel measurements is done first. If the low-speed data has satisfactory accuracy,
then the high-speed design database from fused CFD is assumed by fiat to have
sufficient accuracy. The phugoid and short period modes are found to be acceptable.
The trim conditions at transonic speed and cruise altitudes predicted by SDSA are
presented in Fig. 3.10.

The “transonic dips” of the trimmed angles appear between 270m/s and 280m/s
and are due to the aft movement of the pressure distribution in the transonic speed
range Mach 0.85 to Mach 0.92. The suction peak occurs at the outer part of the
highly swept wing which contributes to a more negative pitch moment. To trim the
aircraft in this regime will then require an increase of lift from the canard which
decreases the trim angle of attack. Details and pictures are found in Section 5.2 in
Paper B.

The longitudinal dynamics was studied in the SDSA flight simulator. The ex-
periment models a wind gust by a sudden change of angle of attack by 0.3◦ in
straight and level cruising flight. The TCR responds by pitching up a bit, but then
returns slowly to its trimmed state again, thus confirming the linear eigen-analysis
stability shown in the analysis of linearized longitudinal modes above. The exper-
iment is repeated with ten times larger disturbance, 3◦ change in angle of attack,
which is enough to exceed the region of linear stability. And if corrective action
by pilot or automatic control is not taken, complete departure from stable flight
obtains, (Figure 3.11a).

To remedy this unacceptable behavior, the short-period damping should be
increased. A stability augmentation system working by a simple PI-controller in
the pitch channel only was designed by manual tuning of the gain. It provides
artificial damping without interfering with the pilot’s control input and cured the
nonlinear instability problem. Further details are found in Chapter 4 & 5 in Paper
B.

This fusion method for creating the tabular aerodynamic database could be
applied to different kinds of configurations. It is fast and reduces the human efforts.
The whole aero-database is very useful for the latter S&C analysis. The B-747
analysis was carried out in a similar way, see [22].

Consistency Checking Tools
The whole aero-database contains a significant volume of data, compiled semi-
automatically from several different sources in different formats. Data with large
errors, from e.g. non-converged CFD runs, or formatting errors, can contaminate
the tables and render the results useless. In order to guard against such calamities,
some fast checking tools to be routinely used in the data compilation process are
developed. They are herein called “consistency checking tools”, to check the consis-
tence of the database and data from different sources in the design loop, from CFD
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.10: Trim conditions and flight-dynamic modes at transonic speed for TCR-
C15: angle of attack, and canard deflection for various airspeeds
and altitudes((a)&(c)); Phugoid and Short Period modes diagram
((b)&(d))

solutions, through “fused” data, to the aero-database of the S&C system tools such
as SDSA data in the format of Table 3.1).

Non-linear Trim

The trim for straight and level flight is predicted and analyzed by SDSA, see the
results in Paper B. SDSA requires complete aero tables, including the data for
non-zero side-slip, and quasi-steady pitch, yaw, and roll rates and the three stan-
dard channel controls. However, for longitudinal trim analysis only the angle of
attack and elevator/canard deflection need be varied. Thus, trim solutions can
be calculated from simple approximations to avoid preparing the numerous data
for SDSA. The equilibrium equations for trimmed straight and level flight are:
Lift (L) = Weight (W ) and Moment(M) around center of gravity (cg) = 0,
or
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(a) divergent with stick-fixed flight (b) stable with augmented stability

Figure 3.11: SDSA TCR-C15 flight simulation: time history of attitude angle θ and
angle of attack α after wind gust disturbance altering trim α by 3◦

L = CL
1
2
ρ(Alt)V 2Sref = W (3.6)

Mcg = Cm
1
2
ρ(Alt)V 2Srefcref = 0 (3.7)

where CLand Cm are the lift and pitching moment coefficients respectively, ρ is
air density (function of flying altitude Alt), V is the air speed, Sref is wing reference
area and cref is, for longitudinal motion, usually taken as the mean aerodynamic
chord.

At low speed with small angles of attack CL and Cm are often linear in the
angle of attack α, but in many other cases especially Cm is quite nonlinear with
angle of attack. The interpretations of CL(α, δ) and Cm(α, δ) are:

CL(α, δ) = CL(0, 0) + CLαα+ CLδδ (3.8)

Cm(α, δ) = Cm(α, 0) + Cmδ(α) · δ (3.9)
where, again, α is angle of attack, and δ is the elevator deflection. Abbreviations

for derivatives are CLα = dCL
dα , CLδ = dCL

dδ , Cmδ = dCm
dδ . From the trim condition

Cm = 0, Equation (3.9) gives

δ = −Cm(α, 0)
Cmδ

(3.10)

Inserting it and Eq. (3.8) into (3.7) gives

1
2
ρ(Alt)V 2Sref · {CL(0, 0) + CLαα− CLδ

Cm(α, 0)
Cmδ

} −W = 0 (3.11)
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The only unknown in this non-linear equation is α, the angle of attack for
longitudinal trim.

Take the RANS solutions for TCR-C15 computed by the NSMB multi-block
structured grid CFD code for example, provided by J. Vos of CFSE, Inc.. For low
speed NSMB gives 59 RANS solutions, from which 35 for side-slip 0 degree, and
24 for side-slip 5 degrees. The longitudinal trim analysis could be obtained by only
taking the 35 solutions for side-slip 0 degree, and inserting them into the non-linear
trim formula. The Prandtl-Grauert correction was applied to the lift coefficient
for subsonic Mach number variations. It is known that transonic influence on the
moment is much harder to predict. As Figure 3.12 shows, NSMB data agree well
with wind tunnel data.

Mach α [deg] β [deg] δ [deg] No. of solutions
0.12 -5~40 0 0 17
0.12 -5~40 0 5 8
0.12 -5~40 0 10 10
0.12 -5~30 5 0 8
0.12 -5~30 5 0 8
0.12 -5~30 5 0 8

Table 3.2: Low speed NSMB RANS solutions for TCR-C15

(a) Lift coefficient (b) Pitching moment coefficient

Figure 3.12: Comparison between NSMB-RANS solutions and wind tunnel data,
M = 0.12, β = 0◦

Figure 3.13 shows the trimming comparison between the solutions from NSMB-
RANS and the low speed experimental data. The trim angle of attack is relatively
large due to the low airspeed. The only inputs for estimating the nonlinear trim are
CL(α, δ) and Cm(α, δ) (Eq. (3.8)(3.9)). From Fig. 3.12 it shows that at low-speed
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the agreement of CL and Cm between CFD solutions and wind tunnel data is so
close that also good agreement of the trim angles is expected.

(a) Trim angle of attack (b) Trim canard deflection

Figure 3.13: Trim results from NSMB-RANS compared with wind tunnel data,
according to non-linear trim formula Eq. (3.8)(3.9)

The nonlinear trim estimation is a fast and simple way to quantify the S&C
data, before the whole data set has been compiled.

Quick Database Verification

To analyze and simulate the control and maneuver over the entire flight envelope,
the whole aero-data-set is tabulated and loaded into SDSA with the format of Table
3.1. Sometimes the generated data have some unrealistic numbers which are obvi-
ously wrong due to CFD tool bugs, human factor, or order errors. It is important to
weed out such data outliers at an early stage to avoid proceeding with the arduous
compilation work on bad data. The quick database verification tool highlights data
which are unrealistic according to the basic knowledge of aerodynamics.

It is actually a fast plotting tool which plot all the coefficients and derivatives
in Table 3.1. The flight state could be selected, which means one could select 3 inde-
pendent variables (α sweep,Mach and arbitrary one from β, Q, P, R, δe, δr, δa)
each time and get six plots with six basic aerodynamic coefficients. It also provides
the possibility to visualize control surface effects, indicating the magnitude of the
aerodynamic derivatives. Table 3.3 and Figure 3.14 demonstrate the types and the
illustrations of the quick database verification tool.

3.3 DanBus: A Variation of the A-321 Airliner

Dan’s Airbus equivalent (DanBus) is a commercial transport intended to be rem-
iniscent of the Airbus 321. Designed and analyzed in Raymer’s Ph.D. thesis [18],
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Independent variables y-axis
α, β and Mach CL,D,m,Y,`,n
α, Q and Mach CL,D,m,Y,`,n
α, P and Mach CL,D,m,Y,`,n
α, R and Mach CL,D,m,Y,`,n
α, δe and Mach CL,D,m,Y,`,n
α, δr and Mach CL,D,m,Y,`,n
α, δa and Mach CL,D,m,Y,`,n
α, δe and Mach CL,D,m,Y,`,n
α, δr and Mach CL,D,m,Y,`,n
α, δa and Mach CL,D,m,Y,`,n
β, δe and Mach CL,D,m,Y,`,n
β, δr and Mach CL,D,m,Y,`,n
β, δa and Mach CL,D,m,Y,`,n

Table 3.3: Illustration of the types of plots for quick database verification tool

Figure 3.14: Illustration of quick database verification tool for B747 Euler solutions:
all aerodynamic coefficients and derivatives with varied Mach numbers
and other independent variables

it is a twin-engine and single aisle, 188 pax design with takeoff gross weight of 97
metric tons and an empty weight of 52 tons. The airplane has a length of 44.5
m and a wing of span of 40 m, with a wing aspect ratio of 10.13 and an area of
155 sqm. Figure 3.15 shows the DanBus model in SUMO. The engine nacelles and
control surfaces are added in the “repair” step from RDS to SUMO.
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(a) SUMO TetGen volume mesh (b) SUMO tail control surfaces

Figure 3.15: The DanBus civil transport in SUMO

RDS-CEASIOM-SUMO from Lofting to Physics-Based Grids

The key to early computational analysis is a rapid-meshing procedure which can
take a fairly rough CAD model and quickly create a usable computational grid,
termed a “meshable” or “solid” model. This rough initial CAD model might not
qualify as a “solid model”, may have component intersections which are ill-defined or
worse, might have gaps in the surfaces, and quite likely is not even mathematically
“watertight”. SUMO [21] can import geometry from a variety of sources, including
the RDS-Professional conceptual aircraft design and analysis program from Con-
ceptual Research Corporation [32], and make automatic surface mesh generation.
The volume mesh could be generated with the tetrahedral mesh generator TetGen
[31]. The volume mesh can be saved as a .bmsh format file for the CFD solver
EDGE [36] in the CEASIOM environment.

RDS features a CAD module for the rapid development of an initial aircraft
concept and its subsequent rapid evolution to a preferred baseline [33]. This CAD
module is perfect for evaluation of SUMO precisely because it does not support
production-quality lofting, so its model cannot be meshed without additional re-
finement.

RDS stores design geometry in its own unique format consisting of components
defined by either surface points or modified parametric Bezier curves (NURBS
subset) [33]. Each component has its own axis system, and a variety of airplane -
specific mirroring schemes are embedded. While RDS can output geometry in the
standard DXF format, the interface works directly from the RDS internal geometry
format to avoid an intermediate step which would add time and inaccuracies to the
translation. Details could be found in Paper C.

Figure 3.16 shows the framework of the interface from RDS output DSN file to
the SUMO meshable model, the so-called RDS-SUMO-CEASIOM-EDGE suite.
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Figure 3.16: Framework of the interface from RDS to SUMO meshable model

RDS-CEASIOM Results
As EDGE Euler is selected as inviscid CFD solver for the meshable model from
RDS CAD, high-fidelity computations could be made, as well as the stability &
control analysis. Control surface deflections are treated in the inviscid CFD solver
by transpiration boundary conditions, i.e. a modification of the surface normals in
expression of the flow tangency condition. Therefore, the mesh need not conform
exactly to control surface edges, as is revealed by chose scrutiny of the mesh pictures.
For DanBus, the surface grid of the tail is shown in Figure 3.15b.The method avoids
mesh deformation, so one mesh can be used for all the deflection cases. However, it
does not work well for large deflections. For more accurate viscous modeling, e.g.
to take the gap flows into account, re-meshing for each deflection angle is called for,
as well as more detailed geometry modeling.

The aerodynamic forces and moments are computed based on the DanBus ge-
ometry and the automatic Euler mesh generation, with 9 million cells. The solution
is computed for the flight condition M∞ = 0.8 at 10km and α = 0◦ and 3◦, and
Figure 3.17 displays the surface pressure distribution that indicates the transonic
shock waves. The trim condition given by the Euler simulation for straight and
level flight at the cruise point M∞ = 0.8, Alt = 10km (i.e. U = 239.6m/s) is
αtrim = −0.26◦ and δtrim = −1.15◦ using the NeoCASS-predicted center of gravity
CoG = 21.54m from the nose. It shows the roughly design procedures from RDS
CAD model to Euler solutions, then to simple flying qualities analysis.

The shock waves also bring wave drag. Fig. 3.18a shows that a rapid reduction
in ML/D occurs at Mach > 0.7, especially when α increases, where drag is substan-
tially increased due to the strong shock wave, see Figure 3.17. For the straight and
level flight at the cruise point αtrim = −0.26◦, the wave drag is rather small at this
angle of attack. But the drag will diverge when α increases. For most of large civil
transports this reduction Mach point is always beyond 0.84, but for DanBus drag
grows earlier. Note that shock wave strength is very sensitive to airfoil shape. The
A-321 may well have delayed drag divergence to M > 0.8, but to obtain this the
wing shape may have to be fine-tuned. Details of the wing shape are not disclosed
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(a) α = 0◦ (b) α = 2◦

Figure 3.17: Computed surface pressure on DanBus, Euler simulation M∞ = 0.8

by the manufacturer, and would probably not be accurately representable by the
three-kink wing planform supported by CEASIOM. The DanBus has a standard
NACA 65(216)-415 airfoil for all span stations, see (Fig. 3.18b).

(a) Effects of increasing Mach number in
the transonic range

(b) The airfoil for DanBus’ main wing:
NACA 65(216)-415

Figure 3.18: The cruise efficiency for DanBus

3.4 Asymmetric Twin-Prop Aircraft: an Unconventional
Configuration

An asymmetric twin-prop configuration is employed as a test case for the RDS-
SUMO-CEASIOM-EDGE suite, to stress that the meshing system should be able
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to handle weird and unusual designs, and not be limited to work only as long as
the new airplane looks like the last airplane. It was developed several years ago by
D. Raymer [34]. With both tractor and pusher propellers, an offset fuselage, and
an extra nacelle on the starboard wing, the design is a suitable “stress test” for a
rapid meshing program. Figure 3.19 presents the SUMO meshable model of the
concept, a surface grid on it , and the automatically generated volume mesh for
solving the Euler equations.

(a) Surface mesh upon the model (b) Volume mesh for Euler solution

Figure 3.19: SUMO mesh of the asymmetric twin-prop aircraft

Propeller Model in Euler EDGE
The propeller could be simulated using an infinitely thin disk by adding a force
to the momentum and energy equations [35, 36]. Potential-flow methods such as
vortex-lattice or panel cannot easily model the momentum source. It is possible and
essential to include the propeller-thrust effects in the aerodynamic characteristics
when the aerodynamics is computed by Euler EDGE. However, it is out of CEA-
SIOM’s capacity since SUMO does not include the thin disk mesh model yet. A
propeller is simulated as a “very short” nacelle in SUMO-CEASIOM-EDGE. Spec-
ification of (the same) mass flow into and out of the disk adds a momentum that
provides the pressure jump (Fig. 3.20), but the mass flow model cannot account
for finer details such as the swirl in the propeller slipstream. The propeller thrust
was chosen to balance the estimated cruise drag.

Figure 3.21 displays the pressure computed on the aircraft surface in an Euler
solution, and visualizes the streamlines in the flow accelerated by the propellers. It
shows that the first attempt of modeling the propeller in SUMO-EDGE is promis-
ing.

Figure 3.21c shows CL and Cm. The very cambered Natural-Laminar-Flow air-
foil has extremely high lifting slope which makes the lift of the whole configuration
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Figure 3.20: Illustration of modeling propeller in SUMO-CEASIOM. The EDGE
boundary condition imposed the same mass flow ṁ into and out of
the disk.

marginally exceed the “ideal” flat plate lifting slope 2π per radian.
Figure 3.21c and Figure 3.22a show stick-fixed stability in both pitch and yaw,

Cmα < 0 and Cnβ < 0.
Due to the asymmetrical configuration, the control of lateral motion is of great

interest. Rudder is deflected to control the yaw motion. For low speed and small
side-slip angles, the aerodynamics follow a linear trend. The analysis predicts that
to fly with a side-slip 0 degree, the rudder needs to deflect nearly 2 degrees to left
to trim, and to fly with a side-slip 3 degrees nose-left, the rudder needs to deflect
round 8 degrees to left to trim (Figure 3.22b).
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(a) Pressure computed, M = 0.282, α = 1.2◦ (b) Flow stream line visualization

(c) Lift force and pitching moment coefficients
from Euler EDGE

Figure 3.21: Computational Euler solution on the twin-prop aircraft
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(a) Side force and yawing moment coefficients
from Euler EDGE

(b) Yawing moment change with rudder deflec-
tion

Figure 3.22: Aerodynamic moment and force computed by Euler
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Chapter 4

Conclusions and Future Work

The work on design cases drives incremental development of the CEASIOM system,
and a number of such improvements are reported in this work. Development of a
unified system with complete high-fidelity capability in aerodynamics and struc-
tures is a timely project, as indicated by the strong trends to concurrent design
and reliance on simulations. The first step is the adoption of “external” data for-
mats common to a larger group of designers, and we have decided to move towards
the DLR CPACS system which is reported to become public in the near future.

In the longer term, further work on automatic mesh generation for RANS CFD
modeling will, when successful, reduce the need for flow physical modeling with
inaccurately known fidelity. Also, bridges to CAD systems such as CATIA will be
important for unobstructed data flow among the design offices, as well as develop-
ment of bridges to high-fidelity structural modeling. The addition of optimization
capabilities, once the data formats have been generalized, is also a key enhance-
ment, which, however, may require more resources than initially guessed because
the input-output structure of the current CEASIOM components must probably
be revised.
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